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Abstract: Last year we argued that if slow-roll inflation followed the decay of a false
vacuum in a large landscape, the steepening of the scalar potential between the infla-
tionary plateau and the barrier generically leads to a potentially observable suppression
of the scalar power spectrum at large distances. Here we revisit this analysis in light
of the recent BICEP2 results. Assuming that both the BICEP2 B-mode signal and the
Planck analysis of temperature fluctuations hold up, we find that the data now discrim-
inate more sharply between our scenario and ΛCDM. Nonzero tensor modes exclude
standard ΛCDM with notable but not yet conclusive confidence: at ∼ 3.8σ if r = 0.2,
or at ∼ 3.5σ if r = 0.15. Of the two steepening models of our previous work, one is now
ruled out by existing bounds on spatial curvature. The other entirely reconciles the
tension between BICEP2 and Planck. Upcoming EE polarization measurements have
the potential to rule out unmodified ΛCDM decisively. Next generation Large Scale
Structure surveys can further increase the significance. More precise measurements of
BB at low ` will help distinguish our scenario from other explanations. If steepening is
confirmed, the prospects for detecting open curvature increase but need not be large.
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1 Introduction and Summary
The smallness of the cosmological constant has led to the consideration of cosmological
models with a large number of metastable vacua, in which our universe would arise from
the decay of a false vacuum [1–6]. Freivogel, Kleban, Martinez, and Susskind [7] pointed
out that in this setting, one expects the inflaton potential to steepen as it interpolates
between the slow-roll plateau, where the structure and flatness of our current universe
was generated, and the high potential barrier separating it from our parent vacuum,
and suggested that this might lead to some observable effect in the power spectrum.
Last year [8], we showed that in slow-roll inflation, steepening produces a very
specific signal, a suppression (never an enhancement) of the scalar power at large scales.
We noted that this effect can resolve the 2−2.5σ tension at low ` in the measurements
of CTT` by the Planck satellite. Since the Planck anomaly was too weak to provide
substantial evidence for our signal, we stressed that our analysis should be regarded
as a prediction for future observations. We pointed out that in this scenario a similar
power suppression should not affect the tensor spectrum in the event that it is observed,
and we noted that E-mode polarization data, large scale structure, and a nonzero value
of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r all have the potential to enhance the significance of a
lack of scalar power at low `.
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Recently the BICEP2 experiment has reported a detection of primordial tensor
modes, with r = 0.2+.07−.05 [9, 10]. The importance of this discovery for early universe
cosmology, if confirmed by other experiments in the upcoming year or two, is difficult
to overstate. In addition to providing almost incontrovertible evidence for an early
inflationary phase of our universe, for the first time we will have direct experimental
evidence of physics at energies of order 1% of the Planck scale (or not too far from that
if different mechanisms to produce gravity waves are involved [11]).
The purpose of this note is to reconsider the main observational aspects of [8] in
light of the possibility of such large values of r. (For theoretical motivation and a
discussion of priors we refer the reader to [8].) We will see that a value of r as large as
that reported by BICEP2 considerably enhances the significance of the low ` anomaly,
to 3.8−4.0σ if r = 0.2 and 3.5−3.7σ if r = 0.15. There has been much recent discussion
over the apparent tension between large values of r and the Planck bound of r < 0.11
[12]. An appealing theoretical interpretation is that the tension lies between the two
experiments taken together and ΛCDM+r, rather than between the two experiments.
Obviously this could change if the experimental values for the parameters do not stay
where they are. If both the BICEP2 and the Planck results hold up to further scrutiny,
then it now seems quite likely that the scalar primordial power spectrum deviates from
ΛCDM in a specific way—suppression at large scales— that arises rather naturally in
a cosmology with many vacua.1
Among the many papers that followed the announcement of the BICEP2 results
while this work was in progress, some overlap with ours, see for example [14–17]. In
particular, the connection to our earlier work [8] was noticed in [16, 17]. Earlier related
work includes [18–25].
1In the BICEP2 release it was suggested that modifying ΛCDM by including running of the tilt can
lessen the tension with Planck. This is somewhat true, but the large running required is inconsistent
with simple slow-roll models. More concretely, what is needed to make running work is for the potential
to have a surprisingly large third derivative in the vicinity of the value of φ corresponding to ` = 700.
The effect needed is so large that it would make inflation not last long enough to get a sufficient
number of e-foldings before reheating, unless we also introduce a drastic re-flattening of the potential
at ` 700 [13]. We see no theoretical motivation whatsoever for such a feature, unlike the potential
steepening at low ` that we are considering in this paper. Regardless of this theoretical bias, running
does not fit the data as easily as a steepening feature. This is because steepening improves the fit
precisely in the low ` region where there is tension with ΛCDM, whereas running creates new tension
at high `.
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2 Tensor Contribution to the Temperature Anisotropy
The origin of the increased significance of the observed lack of scalar power is that
primordial tensor modes indirectly enhance CTT` at low `, but are damped above ` ≈ 100
[26]. The basic physics of this is straightforward to understand. Tensor modes do not
couple to matter with a perfect fluid equation of state, so to a good approximation,
each independent helicity mode φ±,q of a gravitational wave in an FRW background
obeys a free scalar equation2
φ¨±,q + 3Hφ˙±,q +
q2
a2
φ±,q = 0. (2.1)
The relative importance of the second and third terms depends on the size of q
aH
. If
this quantity is small then the mode is outside the horizon and we can neglect the
third term, so the solution quickly approaches a constant. If this quantity is large, the
mode is inside the horizon and second term is subleading. The mode then undergoes
a damped oscillation, decaying as 1/a. At reheating all interesting tensor modes are
far outside of the horizon, with their constant value set by the primordial distribution
generated during inflation. During radiation and matter domination they gradually re-
enter and damp away. Only tensor modes which entered the horizon not much before
last scattering can lead to important effects in the CMB.3 These are the modes with
` . 100.
The contribution from primordial gravitational waves to the CMB anisotropy can
easily be discerned in figure 1, which shows CTT` evaluated for r = 0 and r = 0.2 ΛCDM
as calculated using CLASS [27, 28].
Figure 1 is very illuminating from the point of view of the discrepancy between the
Planck bound of r < 0.11 and the BICEP2 detection of r ≈ 0.2. As we will review
momentarily the Planck scalar CMB spectrum lies somewhat below the r = 0 red curve
(ΛCDM, r=0) at low `. Any modification of the theory that pushes the predicted curve
up, such as r > 0, is thus disfavored. This is how Planck was able to bound r without
using B-mode polarization measurements.
The implicit assumption, however, is that ΛCDM is unmodified at small `. If the
contribution to CTT` from scalar fluctuations is substantially suppressed due to a feature
in the inflaton potential, then the mildly low CTT` power seen by Planck could contain a
sizable contribution from primordial graviational waves. Conversely if primordial tensor
2Our conventions here are the same as in [8]; a is the dimensionful scale factor and q is the
dimensionless comoving wave number. The dimensionful wave number is k = q/a0.
3This argument does not so directly apply to scalar perturbations, since these are substantially
sourced by matter and radiation and thus obey more complicated equations after horizon entry.
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Figure 1. ΛCDM predictions for CTT` with the Planck parameters, with r = 0 in red and
with r = 0.2 in blue. As expected, the difference between the two curves dies off above ` ≈ 60.
r `max = 30 `max = 50
0 2.4 1.7
0.1 3.0 2.7
0.15 3.7 3.5
0.2 4.0 3.8
0.25 4.2 4.4
Table 1. σ values for two different estimators quantifying the deviation of the data from the
theory curves in figure 2.
modes are observed directly through the B-mode spectrum of the CMB, as claimed by
BICEP2, then this greatly increases our confidence that the primordial scalar spectrum
is indeed suppressed at ` below 30− 50.
3 Increased Significance of the Anomaly
We now quantify this increased confidence, using the crude statistical methods we
introduced in [8]. Figure 2 shows the growing tension between the data and ΛCDM+r
as the tensor contribution to CTT` is increased. Table 1 contains the results of our
significance analysis. The two columns correspond to different estimators. The first
looks for primordial power suppression below ` = 30; the second looks for suppression
below ` = 50. The values at r = 0 are consistent with the results of the Planck
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Figure 2. ΛCDM predictions for CTT` at low `, for r = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25. The
data are from Planck [29], and the theory curves are computed using CLASS with the Planck
best-fit values for the parameters of ΛCDM.
collaboration, who found a significance for the suppression of order 2 − 2.5σ [29].
Importantly, we find that the contribution of the primordial tensor modes enhances
the significance considerably.4 Even though the techniques we have used here are
crude, we expect that more accurate methods will not shift the significances by very
much, and therefore we consider our methods sufficient to illustrate the point.
4In doing this analysis, we have used the cosmological parameters reported by the Planck collab-
oration [30]. In principle we should allow them to vary to counter the surprisingly large value of r,
but this will not be of much help since changing them significantly would disrupt the beautiful fit at
higher `. Recently however Spergel, Flauger, and Hlozek have re-analyzed the data using a different
cleaning strategy for the maps, and found interesting parameter shifts [31] which go in the direction of
returning the parameters to their WMAP9 values [32]. This would end up decreasing our significance
values somewhat, since after all the increased tension at low ` reported by Planck was mostly a con-
sequence of the parameter shifts from WMAP9. We are in no position to take a side in this debate,
but we hope it will be resolved in the upcoming Planck data release.
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4 Models
In ΛCDM one assumes a standard form of the primordial scalar power spectrum char-
acterized by an amplitude and a tilt:
k3Pscalar(k) = 2pi
2As
(
k
k∗
)ns−1
, (4.1)
where k∗ is some reference wave number typically taken to be 0.05 Mpc−1. r is defined
as the ratio of the tensor to the scalar power spectrum at k∗. In [8] we considered
single-field inflationary models with potentials of the form
V (φ) = VS(φ) + γVR(φ), (4.2)
where VS is a monotonically decreasing slow-roll inflationary potential designed to fit
the observed values of As, ns, and r, and VR is a monotonically-decreasing “steepening
perturbation” which dies off at large positive φ but begins to grow steeply in the
vicinity of φ = 0. We took φ = 0 to be the value of the field during inflation at
which the comoving scale of our current horizon was exiting the inflationary horizon.
As we shall see, (γV ′R/V
′
S) is the leading combination that controls the suppression of
the power spectrum; it must be small for our perturbative analysis to be valid. The
potential VR itself need not be slow-roll near φ = 0, but VS must be, so generically
we will have χ ≡ (VR/VS)
(V ′R/V
′
S)
= (S/R)
1/2  1 in the regime of interest. In particular
this implies that corrections in γVR/VS are subleading to corrections in γV
′
R/V
′
S, as
γVR/VS = χ · γV ′R/V ′S  γV ′R/V ′S.
We found that to leading orders in γ and χ, one has scalar and tensor power spectra
Pscalar ≈ Pscalar,S
[
1− 2γV
′
R
V ′S
+O
(
χ · γV
′
R
V ′S
,
(
γV ′R
V ′S
)2)]
, (4.3)
Ptensor ≈ Ptensor,S
[
1 +O
(
χ · γV
′
R
V ′S
)]
. (4.4)
Hence, the scalar power has a suppression of order γV ′R/V
′
S, whereas the tensor
spectrum is unchanged at this order. The idea was that VS should be chosen to fit
all data except for the deficit of scalar CMB power seen by Planck at low `. VR
should steepen the potential appropriately, to account for the lack of power at the
largest scales. This is in practice an independent choice, though one must keep track of
whether the perturbation invalidates the slow-roll conditions at some negative φ, since
this is constrained by present bounds on spatial curvature.
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To fit VS to the best-fit Planck cosmological parameters (As = 2.2 × 10−9, ns =
0.96), and now also to BICEP2 (r = 0.2), we expand VS near φ = 0 as
VS(φ) = Vi
(
1−√2Sφ+ ηS
2
φ2
)
, (4.5)
and choose S = 0.013, ηS = 0.019, and Vi = 7.9 × 10−9 (here we have set M−2P ≡
8piG = 1).5
In [8] we gave two toy examples of possible choices for VR, which we used to fit
the Planck anomaly, which we will now revisit. Our first model, in which VR was
a simple exponential, was highly constrained by limits on spatial curvature. If this
model is adjusted to provide a primordial scalar suppression large enough to overcome
the tensor contribution to CTT` favored by BICEP2, then we find that it also predicts
greater negative curvature than current bounds allow. Hence, this model is now ruled
out.
Our other toy model was
VR = θ(φc − φ)Vi
ζ
(φc − φ)ζ , (4.6)
where θ is the Heaviside step function and it is convenient to replace φc by
φc ≡
√
2S log
`c
DLSH0
, (4.7)
where `c is approximately the ` in the CMB where the perturbation turns off. To
leading order in the slow roll parameters the scalar power spectrum for this model is
Pscalar(k) ≈ Pscalar,S
[
1− γ√
2S
(√
2S log
`C
kDLS
)ζ−1]
. (4.8)
For 10 . ` . 100 we can approximately include the effect of this correction on CTT`
as follows. We replace k → `
DLS
and multiply the ΛCDM result for CTT` with r = 0
(as computed by CLASS) by the factor in square brackets in the above equation. This
gives the primordial scalar contribution to the CTT` CMB spectrum. To this we add
the difference between the ΛCDM CLASS prediction for r = 0.2 and r = 0, in order
to include the tensor contribution, which is unmodified at the order we are working
at. This approximation is allowed since in this range there is no evolution of the
5A minor subtlety here is that S and ηS are defined at the horizon scale instead of k∗; the difference
is subleading in the slow-roll parameters so we will ignore it. Moreover although we have included
nonzero ηS in order to get the BICEP2 value of r, we will be able to drop it in our results for the
scalar power spectrum below since we are only interested in low `, where φ ∼ √2S .
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Figure 3. Our model (4.8) in green, plotted against ΛCDM with r = 0 in red and r = 0.2 in
blue.
perturbations and we are essentially just seeing the primordial spectrum directly in the
CMB. We construct the modified power spectrum in this way also for ` . 10. Due
to the ISW effect and the breaking of the flat sky approximation, our treatment is
only marginally justified for ` . 10, but given the large cosmic variance of the very
low ` modes, and given that we aim at performing only an approximate study of the
statistical significance, we consider this approximate treatment justified.6
In figure 3, we show a plot of the low CTT` ’s for this model, with γ = 0.065, ζ = 2,
and `c = 84. According to our two estimators the deviation is now 0.6σ for `max = 49
and 0.3σ for `max = 30, so the model essentially removes all of the tension, nicely
fitting both BICEP2 and Planck.
The reader may object to the non-analyticity of this toy potential, but it would be
easy to write down analytic models that smooth out the junction at φc and accomplish
the same task. We close this section with a few comments on the general properties
any model must have to get a good fit. First of all, VR must fall off sufficiently fast
at large positive φ: the relationship between φ and ` is logarithmic, so any power-law
fall off in φ would pollute the remarkable success of ΛCDM at high `. The potential
cannot grow too fast at negative φ however, since this would cause the beginning of
6Julien Lesgourgues has kindly modified CLASS to include our exponential model from [8], so
in that case we were able to check this approximation against a proper numerical evolution of the
primordial spectrum to the CMB. We found it to be quite accurate, so we were comfortable using it
in our discussion of the model we also consider here.
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inflation to be too recent and run into conflict with observational bound |ΩK | < 10−2
on the magnitude of spatial curvature, which is negative if our universe formed by the
decay of a false vacuum. With r = 0 it is possible to have a single exponential that
satisfies both criteria, but not when r & 0.1. In the model we have presented here the
growth at negative φ is only power law, so as we emphasized in [8] the model would
remain viable even if bounds on curvature shrank to the cosmic variance limit.
5 Future Polarization and Large Scale Structure Measure-
ments
It is obviously interesting to ask if future measurements can provide stronger observa-
tional support for the type of model we considered in section 4. In [8] we argued that
polarization observations would help somewhat, but we focused on large scale struc-
ture surveys that should eventually be able to considerably increase the significance of
the low-` power suppression if it is real. The BICEP2 discovery however has greatly
increased the importance of upcoming polarization measurements for these purposes,
as we now explain.
First of all having access to B-modes of such large amplitude should allow a test
of our observation from [8] that potential steepening does not lead to low-` power
suppression in the tensor spectrum at leading order in γV ′R/V
′
S and χ. The upcoming
Planck polarization data will be the first big step in this direction. This may be a
valuable way to distinguish potential steepening from other possible explanations of
the low CTT` ’s.
Secondly, as we explained in [8], low ` measurements by Planck of CTE` and C
EE
` ,
which should be also suppressed at low ` in our scenario, will give us more statistics to
beat down the cosmic variance error bars in the determination of the primordial scalar
spectrum. In [8] we estimated that this would not provide too much of a boost in the
significance, but we are now more optimistic. The result of including polarization is
roughly to multiply the σ of the anomaly as computed in section 3 by a number of
order 1.3 − 1.4. The significances in Table 1 are now considerably larger for nonzero
values of r, so this multiplier now packs significantly more punch. One might worry
that because of the nonzero TE correlation, measurements of CEE` would not provide
as much information on the primordial power spectrum as we already have from CTT` .
In fact by using measurements of CTE` , if the noise is sufficiently low, it is possible
to “decorrelate” T and E, after which we in principle have access to twice as many
independent modes as were available just from CTT` .
7 Since standard deviations of
7We refer the reader to [8] (or to any standard cosmology textbook) for more details on why more
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Figure 4. The left plot shows simulated data for CTT` , assuming our model is correct. Using
the same crude statistical method as in section 3, these data deviate from the blue curve at
3.4σ. On the right, we illustrate the effect of the additional statistics of future E-mode
polarization data by re-generating the temperature data using appropriately rescaled cosmic
variance. These data deviate from the blue curve at 4.9σ.
uncorrelated variables are added in quadrature, twice as many modes would roughly
give us a multiplicative factor of
√
2 on the significances, which would already be
able to push a 3.5σ deviation into 5 σ discovery territory. The situation is somewhat
complicated by the effects of reionization at low ` [33], but even if we only include
polarization for ` > 10 in our mode counting the factor is still 1.37 if we count up to
` = 30 and 1.41 if we count up to ` = 50. To visualize this, in figure 4 we show the
decrease in the scatter of simulated data for the power spectrum, plotted as CTT` , if we
assumed that the effect of including the measurement of polarization were to rescale
the variance of the CTT` . While this is not the way temperature and polarization data
will actually be be packaged, it gives a nice pictorial representation of the statistical
gain that polarization data will yield. It will clearly be very exciting to see what comes
out of the Planck polarization analysis.
6 Discussion
The most robust implication of false vacuum decay is negative curvature [7]. But
unfortunately, diluting curvature is one of the fortes of inflation. We argued in [8]
that even if we discover a low-` power suppression, and even if it originates from the
flanks of the potential barrier separating us from our parent vacuum, we should not
necessarily expect that ΩK exceeds the cosmic variance limit of 10
−5. The reason is
modes are important. We explain the decorrelation procedure in a toy model in appendix A.
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that the slow-roll approximation is still valid in the region where the potential is just
starting to steepen, so observable power suppression can arise even if there are still
many e-foldings going back in time to the beginning of inflation. Whether or not we
should expect to see curvature thus depends on the rate of steepening of the potential,
which is something that we do not have well-founded theoretical predictions for.8
In the absence of direct observation of negative curvature, it is tempting to declare
that seeing a low-` scalar power suppression is really just evidence for a steepening
potential, not for bubble nucleation. We are sympathetic to this point of view (after
all in some positivist sense the statement is true), but we now make a few comments
about this.
Independently of whether or not there is a power suppression in the CMB, bubble
nucleation has some compelling theoretical properties [8]. It extends in a controlled way
our understanding of cosmology to an earlier epoch and provides beautiful homogeneous
initial conditions for inflation. Moreover, it arises naturally in a landscape setting such
as that of string theory, which has the ability to explain other observations such as the
smallness of the cosmological constant.
It is thus quite reasonable to assume that we nucleated in a bubble, and then
to ask if any experimental data could give us evidence against this hypothesis. For
example, a detection of positive curvature would kill the scenario [34], but so far there
is no evidence for this. In this scenario it would also be rather unnatural, however,
to find any nontrivial feature in the inflationary potential other than a steepening at
early times. This does not mean that the scenario predicts observable steepening; after
all, even if it exists, the feature might be located too far up the inflaton potential,
so that its imprints would lie far outside our horizon. But if we see some feature at
low `, then it should be power suppression.9 For example, a power enhancement at
low ` would have no motivation in a landscape scenario, and its observation would place
considerable pressure on the scenario. Conversely, the discovery of a power suppression,
if confirmed, means that the scenario passed a nontrivial check.
The above discussion becomes more concrete when we compare false vacuum decay
to other models for the initial conditions for slow-roll inflation. Consider a class of
theories where ΩK = 0 and the field is taken to start out homogeneously somewhere on
the potential. Any such theory is automatically at a disadvantage since, unlike bubble
8Seeing steepening does increase our chances for detecting curvature. They may still be small, but
we should certainly look for it!
9Although a power suppression is not unambiguously predicted in this formalism (in the sense of
having probability very close to one), the feature is natural, in the sense that we expect extremely
large numbers of e-foldings to be unlikely, which implies that the probability for onset in the observable
range of comoving scales is not very small [8].
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nucleation, it cannot explain why the field began that way, so to some extent this is
comparing apples and oranges. Nonetheless, let us allow this comparison.10
Our question then should be whether or not seeing a low-` power suppression should
cause us to significantly modify our priors for these two types of theories. We can argue
that it should: in the theory with ΩK = 0 there is no particular reason to expect a
steepening perturbation at all. For example, it is sometimes argued that “simple”
potentials like m2φ2 should be expected for large field models, but in these power-law
models the scalar power very gradually increases as we go to larger and larger scales
and there is never any type of sharp feature.11
Nonetheless, we can also compare our scenario to models where there is a steepening
feature somewhere in the potential, but not a large landscape. In this case detecting
steepening leads to a new coincidence problem. Without a statistical distribution of
inflaton potentials and anthropic selection along the lines we argued in [8], there is no
particular reason to expect this feature to appear between our horizon and the galactic
scale.
The discovery of a steepening feature does not prove that our universe arose from
the decay of a false vacuum in a large landscape. But it leaves us with one more feature
of our universe that has a straightforward explanation in this setting, and which would
not otherwise have been expected.
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Appendix
A Decorrelation of Gaussian Variables
In this appendix we give a toy model for how one might decorrelate the temperature
and the E-mode polarization, in the limit where noise is negligible. First recall that
CTT` , C
TE
` , and C
EE
` are defined as two-point functions
〈aT∗`maT`′,m′〉 =CTT` δ``′δmm′
〈aT∗`maE`′,m′〉 =CTE` δ``′δmm′
〈aE∗`maE`′,m′〉 =CEE` δ``′δmm′ , (A.1)
where aT and aE are the coefficients of the temperature and E-mode polarization maps
in appropriate spherical harmonics. Since
CTE`√
CTT` C
EE
`
6= ±1, the E and T modes are
not 100% correlated. For ` & 10, the source of this incomplete correlation does not
come from very high wavenumbers, but it is just due to order one differences in the
visibility functions. We can simply model this situation by two random variables X
and Y , whose expectation values are
〈X〉 = 〈Y 〉 = 0
〈X2〉 = 〈Y 2〉 = A
〈XY 〉 = αA. (A.2)
with −1 ≤ α ≤ 1. Here the quantity α is analogous to CTE`√
CTT` C
EE
`
, which is of order 0.5
in the vicinity of ` = 30. We have rescaled Y so that its variance is equal that of X.
The goal is then to determine A from measurements of X and Y , which is analogous
to determining the primordial power spectrum from measuring the temperature and
polarization of the CMB. First consider the situation where we are able to measure
only X. The obvious thing to do is measure X2, since its expectation value should be
A. The variance of this measurement is
〈(X2 − A)2〉 = 〈X4〉 − A2 = 2A2, (A.3)
where we have assumed that X is Gaussian in the sense that higher point functions
can be computed by Wick contraction. We’d now like to see how much including the
ability to measure Y decreases the variance on our determination of A. If we had α = 0
so that X and Y were uncorrelated, then we could clearly just measure X
2+Y 2
2
, which
would have a variance of only A2 and thus would be better by a factor of 1√
2
in the
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standard deviation. Our point here is that in fact we can achieve this improvement for
any −1 ≤ α < 1. The idea is to find an optimal estimator
Aˆ ≡ c1X2 + c2Y 2 + c3XY (A.4)
with the dual properties that 〈Aˆ〉 = A and that c1, c2, and c3 are chosen to minimize
the variance
∆2 ≡ 〈(Aˆ− A)2〉. (A.5)
This is a straightforward Lagrange multiplier problem, which is solved by
c1 = c2 =
1
2(1− α2)
c3 = − α
1− α2 . (A.6)
The variance for this estimator is indeed
∆2 = A2, (A.7)
so we have successfully decorrelated the variables X and Y . The results (A.6) are
singular in the limit α → ±1, but this is to be expected since in that limit X and Y
are identical as random variables. When α is very close to one this procedure will be
rather sensitive to small noise. Fortunately we have already noted that α ≈ 0.5 in the
CMB, so decorrelation should be possible.
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